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Market Overview Hong Kong, China stocks rebounded after a sharp fall in Tuesday. It is too 
early to say the correction is over. Investors are advised to keep an eye 
on the spread of Wuhan coronavirus. Officials in Wuhan announced a 
complete travel ban on its residents amid a coronavirus outbreak. The 
ban will be started from 10am today (23 Jan), and all urban buses, 
subways, ferries and long-distance passenger transport would be 
suspended in the city. Flights and trains departing from Wuhan will also 
be temporarily suspended. The notice did not say when the services 
would resume. The Hang Seng Index may correct slightly before CNY. 

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Wuhan Coronavirus Analysis  
Market compares current Wuhan coronavirus and the SARS outbreak in 2003. They think in the positive 
scenario, where new infections are limited and there is no significant rise in the mortality rate after 
Lunar New Year, the market focus will shift back to the main themes of green shoots of a recovery, the 
semiconductor cycle bottoming and the possibility of a mini US-China trade deal. Yet, if the coronavirus 
outbreak worsens, the markets could focus on the impact of past viral outbreaks in Asia, such as 2003 
SARS. Recall that SARS had a significant adverse impact on Asia foreign exchange, rates and equities and 
lasted for at least a quarter.  
 
Stock Connects 
The southbound mainland China-Hong Kong Stock Connect is closed yesterday (22 Jan), while northbound 
trading will be suspended from Friday until 30 Jan because of the Lunar New Year holiday. The Shenzhen 
and Shanghai stock exchanges will be closed during this period (24 to 30 Jan), while Hong Kong’s stock 
exchange will be closed on 24 Jan afternoon and 27 to 28 Jan. It will open on 29 Jan and the Stock 
Connects will resume on 31 Jan. 
 
China Healthcare 
China healthcare sector surged significantly towards the spread of Wuhan coronavirus, yet most analysts 
believe most of the movements were sentimental and without fundamental ground. There is no specific 
treatment for disease caused by a novel coronavirus. Symptomatic treatment is applied based on 
individual patient's clinical condition. Moreover, supportive care for infected persons can be highly 
effective. Looking back on SARS outbreak, antivirals together with corticosteroids was the main 
treatment options. Some believe TCM (570 HK) may be used in China as adjuvant therapies while the 
application of other drugs like antibiotics are largely doubtful. 

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

China Unicom (762 HK) 
Benefitting from effective cost control, China Unicom's 2019 net profit is expected to be c.RMB11.3b 
(+10.8% YoY). The preliminary net profit was 11.5% below consensus estimates. Market expects a near-
term decline in its share price, yet, the downside risk should be limited due to 5G ARPU lift and 
improving competition should benefit the industry. 
 
CRG (390 HK) 
CRG's 4Q19 newly signed contracts growth strongly accelerated to 45% YoY in 4Q19, from 23% YoY in 
3Q19. In 2019, its new contracts grew 28% YoY to RMB2.2trn (vs. +9% YoY in 2018), supported by robust 



growth from railway, urban rail and property construction contracts, at 23%, 52% and 75% YoY, 
respectively. Its OCF is expected to increase to c.RMB15b in 2019, from RMB12b in 2018, and it should 
further improve in 2020. Valuation-wise, CRG is currently trading attractively at 4x forward PER, below 
its 5-year historical average PER of 9x. 
 
Koolearn (1797 HK) 
The company said college revenue could decline YoY in 2H20E because: (1) old products had reached the 
end of their cycle, and (2) low online customer acquisition efficiency without experience of social group 
advertising. Market believes the company's future growth recovery could be slow. In addition, preschool 
business is also undergoing product line restructuring, which resulted in sharp enrollment declines, and 
its revenue could also see negative growth in 2H20. 
 
Pharmaron (3759 HK) 
Pharmaron announced its preliminary FY19 earnings to be in the range of RMB522.9m-556.2m, implying its 
earnings growth of 57%-67% YoY. Excluding one-offs of RMB40m-45m, its core earnings grew 47-59% YoY in 
2019. Market expects its solid momentum to continue in 2020E on the back of: (1) further expansion of 
new service capabilities, particularly bioscience/tox and clinical development services; and (2) ongoing 
margin improvement, with the easing impact of higher depreciation from heavy capex in the past few 
years. 
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